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1 21 of 74 7.6.15 Media
activities

Creating ontent for
distribution at Gram
Panchayat. Our question
is: the items mentioned in
section 7.6.1 like Posters
(framed), Roll-up
standees, brochures,
leaflet, pens, etc are
meant for distribution in
gram panchat]yat, etc or
not?

Distribution of items
is is already
explained at
Section 7.6.1 in the
RFP

2 21 of 74 7.6.15 Media
activities

- How many social media
posts are required to be
made on the DI portal on
daily basis is not
mentioned ?

-How many videos of VLE
interviews are required?

Already explained
at Section 7.6.15 in
the RFP

3 21 of 74 7.6.15 Media
activities

- NeGD wants us to
ensure coverage through
PIB or just liason with
them?
-

Already explained
at Section 7.6.15 in
the RFP

4 25 of 74 8.5 Submission
of Proposals

Proposal 1 to 4 are
required to be submitted,
with each proposal to be
uploaded as one single
Document, which means
only 4 uploads are
required, but in GeM
Portal, earlier there were
13 uploads required and
they were names like Addl
Doc 1,2,3, 4, etc. So, if it
is still same, what is
expected to be uploaded
in Addl Doc 1,2,3,4, etc
and all these were
mandatory.

Already explained
at Section8.5 in the
RFP

5 63 Annexure 5 Annexure 5-
Technical Bid

- Can we issue a Self
Certification of the
agency for the work
completion. This clause
was there in the Bid
Document earlier.

Already explained
at Section8.5 in the
RFP,

In absence of
completion
certificate, the
agency may
produce Self
Certification on
Stamp Duty of 100



Rs., clearly
mentioning
 
1.Copy of Work
Order
2. work done
satisfactory/ being
done satisfactory
2.Details of
payment receipts 
 
* NEGD may verify
the above details
from concerned
department / client
mentioned by
bidder 

 


